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ABSTRACT: Ion transport in porous conductive materials is of great
importance in a variety of electrochemical systems including batteries and
supercapacitors. We here analyze the coupling of flow and charge transport
and charge capacitance in capacitive deionization (CDI). In CDI, a pair of
porous carbon electrodes is employed to electrostatically retain and remove
ionic species from aqueous solutions. We here develop and solve a novel
unsteady two-dimensional model for capturing the ion adsorption/desorption
dynamics in a flow-between CDI system. We use this model to study the
complex, nonlinear coupling between electromigration, diffusion, and
advection of ions. We also fabricated a laboratory-scale CDI cell which we
use to measure the near-equilibrium, cumulative adsorbed salt, and electric
charge as a function of applied external voltage. We use these integral
measures to validate and calibrate this model. We further present a detailed
computational study of the spatiotemporal adsorption/desorption dynamics under constant voltage and constant flow conditions.
We show results for low (20 mM KCl) and relatively high (200 mM KCl) inlet ion concentrations and identify effects of ion
starvation on desalination. We show that in both cases electromigrative transport eventually becomes negligible and diffusive ion
transport reduces the desalination rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Characterizing ionic transport in porous electrodes has been
the subject of many research efforts in diverse applications
including capacitive water desalination,1−17 microbial fuel
cells,18,19 energy storage in supercapacitors and batteries,20−22

and energy recovery via salinity gradients.23−25 Capacitive
desalination, also known as capacitive deionization (CDI), is a
relatively new technology that leverages porous electrodes for
electrostatic ion adsorption and has potential as an energy-
efficient and cost-effective method of the desalination of water
with a low to moderate salt content.26−28 The active
component of CDI is a pair of engineered porous carbon
electrodes. Upon application of ∼1 V across these electrodes
(the charging process), salt ions are removed from feedwater
and held electrostatically within electric double layers (EDLs)
inside pores. A CDI cell is then regenerated by removing or
reversing the voltage (the discharging process), wherein ideally
in the absence of Faradaic reactions all of the capacitive charge
can be recovered.29,30 Salt ions are spontaneously released from
pores and form brine solution.
CDI cells can be categorized into two groups based on their

flow structure: flow through and flow between.26 In flow-
through CDI (ftCDI) cells, the water stream flows directly
through the electrode pores, enabling faster cycling times.26 In
the more common flow-between CDI (fbCDI) architecture, the
primary flow is through a gap (or porous spacer composed of a
porous dielectric bulk material with pores filled with the

aqueous electrolyte) between electrode pairs. Hence, in fbCDI
cells, the primary directions of ion electromigration and
diffusion are commonly orthogonal to ion advection (transport
of ions due to bulk flow motion). One-dimensional (1D)
solutions of such systems are convenient numerically but
woefully incomplete in capturing the coupling of such
multidimensional effects.
There have been several recent studies using CDI with

various levels of complexity. Biesheuvel et al.31 developed an
adsorption/desorption model tailored for CDI and based on
the seminal work of Newman and co-workers on porous
electrodes5−7 and using a classic Gouy−Chapman−Stern
(GCS) EDL model. This formulation neglected diffusive
transport (assuming well-stirred solution in the gap) and
developed a transport model analogous to Ohm’s law, where
the electric field is the sole driving force. The model resulted in
an ordinary differential equation in time and provided no spatial
information (spatially zero dimensional or 0D).
In subsequent work, Biesheuvel and Bazant8 developed a

volume-averaged model and explored capacitive charging in
porous electrodes. They employed a GCS treatment of EDLs in
the absence of Faradaic reaction and without nonelectrostatic
ion adsorption. The latter porous electrode model was
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subsequently extended to include nonelectrostatic ion
adsorption and a modified Donnan (mD) treatment of charge
layers (e.g., suitable for bimodal porous structures and highly
overlapped double layers).32 In both of the latter studies the
models were one dimensional, assuming a quiescent solution
between the electrodes and a fixed salt concentration far from
the electrodes (e.g., modeling either a separated membrane
compartment or a stagnant diffusion layer). Elsewhere,
Biesheuvel et al.33 pointed out that the mD approach remains
valid and numerically stable in the limit of very low local salt
concentrations. Suss et al.26 used a 1D porous electrode model
with a simple Helmholtz treatment of EDLs and predicted and
measured the time evolution of concentration and potential
across the gap and electrodes under constant external voltage
(i.e., the electric potential applied to the system by an external
source) and no-flow conditions. Subsequently, Suss et al.29

demonstrated in situ spatiotemporal measurements of salt
concentration between porous carbon CDI electrodes using an
electrically neutral fluorescent probe species and under no-flow
(stagnant) conditions. They modeled their CDI cell using a 1D
model based on porous electrode theory and an mD treatment
of charge capacitance. Rios Perez et al.12 developed and solved
a 1D mass transport model which considered variations along
the flow of fbCDI cell. They modeled the transverse flux and
subsequent ion adsorption from bulk flow into the electrodes as
a local sink term. Their model well predicts the outflow
concentration for both low and high flow rates but provides no
spatial information throughout the electrodes.
One-dimensional models and models using fixed concen-

tration values at some boundary separated by a stagnant layer
are overly simple for CDI cells operated at flowing conditions.
To date, we know of no fully two-dimensional (2D) models of
CDI cells. The closest approximation of multidimensional
effects is perhaps the recent work of Porada et al.34 The latter
group approximated the fbCDI cell under flowing conditions
using six 1D electrodes coupled to individual subcells arranged
in series along the flow direction. Such treatment is a step
toward the capture of the spatial distribution of charge states,
but each subcell was assumed to be perfectly stirredtherefore
neglecting the coupling of advection and orthogonal diffusive
transport.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no theoretical

studies which solve coupled axial and transverse transports in
CDI. There are no 2D ion and transport models in CDI. The
spatiotemporal dynamics of such systems are critical to the
design and optimized operation of both fbCDI and ftCDI
systems. In this paper, we solve, for the first time, a full 2D
transport model in an fbCDI cell. We first focus on the
formulation of the model, its numerical solution, and
experiments associated with model calibration and validation.
Our model considers coupled mass transport and ionic and
electronic charge transport, including an external, purely
resistive parasitic resistance. We strive to simplify the model
as much as possible, and our model includes three free
parameters. The first is a nonelectrostatic adsorption parameter
which captures experimentally observed9,32 adsorption of salt in
the absence of external voltage. The second is a lumped
parameter which captures volumetric ionic charge capacitance
of the electrodes. The third is the micropore porosity (i.e., the
volume fraction of the pores contributing to ion adsorption).
To calibrate the model and validate predicted temporal trends,
we fabricated a laboratory-scale fbCDI cell with one pair of
activated carbon electrodes. Calibration experiments consisted

of charging and discharging steps as a function of external
voltage under constant flow rate and an open flow loop
configuration. We obtained measurements of cumulative
adsorbed salt and total electric charge and used these integral
measures to fit the associated model predictions using our free
parameters. We then fixed these parameters and used the
model to predict temporal dynamics of effluent charge
concentrations and electric charging current and compared
these to temporal measurements. We then present model
predictions of unsteady 2D ion concentrations and electric
potential within the pressure-driven flow in the gap and within
electrodes. Our simulations include both low (20 mM) and
relatively high (200 mM) salt concentrations. We investigate
the effect of advection, diffusion, and adsorption on the
desalination process and identify performance limitations of
fbCDI cells including ion starvation and diffusion-limited
uptake of salt.

2. THEORY
In this section, we first introduce a double-layer submodel
designed for desalination applications and then integrate it into
a 2D model based on macroscopic porous electrode (MPE)
theory.5−7 We use this model to capture adsorption and
desorption dynamics of charged species in multiscale porous
structures.

2.1. Double-Layer Model. We here take the approach of
the mD model9,13,35 to simulate the EDL structure and charge
accumulation at the surface of the porous electrode. The mD
model approach is more comprehensive than the straightfor-
ward EDL model such as Gouy−Chapman−Stern (GCS).36,37

The GCS model describes the EDL as a combination of an
inner, immobile, compact layer (also known as the Stern layer)
with constant area-specific capacitance and an outer diffuse
layer in which ion distribution is governed by the Gouy−
Chapman model. The classic GCS is applicable in the case of
nonoverlapping EDLs, wherein the Debye length is small
compared to individual pores of the electrode.
We implement a form of the mD model (which describes the

electrode double-layer formation) in a formulation applicable to
bimodal pore structure electrodes.29 The model allows for a
numerically robust treatment33 of porous electrodes systems
which include a significant volume wherein the characteristic
pore diameter is on the order of or smaller than the Debye
length and hence overlapped EDLs. Using the typical
terminology in CDI, the bimodal pore structure model
distinguishes between so-called macropores (pore channels
with order 50 nm diameter or larger) and micropores (pore
channels with order < 2 nm diameter). The volume occupied
by the interconnected macropores is assumed to dominate ion
transport throughout the porous electrode, while the micropore
volume dominates the regions occupied by EDLs and therefore
the capacity for charge accumulation.29,32,35 The model
assumes a quasi-neutral condition (electroneutrality) for ionic
concentration in the macropores (i.e., EDLs are negligible in
macropore pathways). Further, micropore EDLs include a
compact Stern layer immediately adjacent to electrode surfaces.
Outside of the Stern layer, the micropore volume is treated as
strongly overlapped EDLs (note the Debye length is typically
1−10 nm in CDI systems). As a result, this mD model assumes
uniform ion concentration within micropores.
This mD model includes two important deviations from the

classical Donnan model: the aforementioned Stern layer and
introduction of a treatment for nonelectrostatic adsorption of
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ions into micropores. The latter assumption has been used in
CDI electrode systems which use activated carbon.32,35 The
motivation for this nonelectrostatic treatment is that exper-
imental observations confirm that these materials are known to
be significant absorbents of ions even in the absence of external
voltage.38−40 The physics of nonelectrostatic adsorption are not
well understood and not well characterized, and the current and
previous formulations can be considered empirical corrections
of models to account for this effect.
The mD model can be formulated as follows. At chemical

equilibrium, there is no electrochemical potential gradient
between micro- and macropores. Hence, an extended
Boltzmann distribution41 can be used to relate the micro-
and macropore concentration of each species i as

ϕ
μ= −

Δ
+ ̅

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟c c z

V
expm i M i i

D

T
att i, , ,

(1)

where cm.i and cM,i are concentration of species i (subscripts m
and M denote respectively micro- and macropores parameters),
zi is species valence, VT = kT/e is thermal voltage (k and T
being Boltzmann constant and temperature), ΔϕD is the
Donnan potential, and parameter μ̅att,i = (μM,att,i − μm,att,i)/kT
accounts for a nonelectrostatic adsorption potential of ions into
micropores. Positive μ̅att,i may be described as a macro- to
microchemical (attraction) potential difference normalized by
kT energy. μ̅att,i may vary for different ions33,42 or may be a
function of the charging state of the system.43 For simplicity
(and to avoid increasing the number of free parameters of our
model), we use the same value for all species, i.e., μ̅att = μ̅att,i,
and will use it as one of three free parameters in quantitative
comparison to data.
Next, volumetric (net) charge density stored in the

micropores 2qm (in units of moles per electrode volume) and
micropore potential drop Δϕm (potential difference between
electrode surface and center of the micropore) can be related to
micropore capacitance as

ϕ= − Δq F C2 m m m (2)

where F is the Faraday constant. We here define Cm as the
effective volume-specific capacitance of micropores. Cm can be
interpreted as the total charge capacitance per unit volume of
micropores and includes all EDL structures including Stern
layers and/or overlapped diffuse charge layers. This is our
second free parameter. Equation 2 shows that the micropore-
specific surface area (i.e., total surface area per electrode volume
or mass) does not directly appear in the mD model
formulation. Instead, we quantify accumulated charge via a

volumetric micropore capacitance which characterizes the ion
adsorption capacity.32 There have been several studies
presenting models for the accumulated charge in the porous
electrodes of CDI cells.9,29,31 Inspired by empirical observa-
tions,44,45 several recent studies and models have suggested that
the effective micropore capacitance in CDI cell electrodes may
be a function of micropore charge density and/or micropore
potential drop. For example, this dependence has been
empirically modeled as35,46 Cm = CS

0 + κ1qm
2 or Cm = CS

0 + κ2
Δϕm

2 , where the first term in each relation was a constant base-
value Stern capacitance (at zero net charge) and the second
term was an attempt to capture effects of increasing Stern
capacitance at higher charge density and/or higher voltages (κ1
and κ2 have been assumed constant and positive for the
individual cell).
In the current work, we chose to not adopt the latter variable

capacitance relations for two reasons. First, we know of no
explicit and closed-form relation between micropore capaci-
tance and micropore charge state in this model. Second,
removing this treatment results in three (instead of four) fitting
parameters for our model. As part of future work, we hope to
develop a more self-consistent treatment for micropore
capacitance rather than expressing it as an empirical parameter.
For example, we hypothesize that other effects such as finite ion
size may just as plausibly affect the total micropore capacitance
and should be included in capacitance models. For complete-
ness, we note that Biesheuvel et al.43 studied the ion size effect
in the mD model but in the context of relating nonspecific
attraction energy to interaction between individual ions and
pore surfaces. Lastly, we note our model neglects the effect of
surface conduction in all pores and Faradaic reactions within
the porous structure.
The third free parameter is macropore porosity pm, or

volume fraction of pores contributing to ion adsorption. We
refer the reader to section 2.2 for more discussion. We stress
that the aforementioned, three-parameter mD model is just one
of several EDL-type charge capacity models which can be
applied to CDI systems. Our formulation (see section 2.2) is
sufficiently modular, so that the current transport model can be
readily modified using a modified and/or improved EDL model
(e.g., using additional parameters). Overall, the formulation for
the specific charge capacitance of the CDI system as formulated
here has three free parameters, μ̅att, Cm, and pm. We extract
these parameters by performing a series of experiments on a
flow-between CDI cell under constant voltage conditions (see
Experimental Setup and Methods and Experimental Results
below).

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of elements of our two-dimensional adsorption−desorption and flow model for an fbCDI cell. Two porous carbon
electrodes of thickness Le are sandwiched between two current collectors. Electrodes are separated by a distance Ls to provide space for flow of water
(left to right). We lump all contact resistances, e.g., wire to current collector and current collector to electrode connections, into a purely resistive
element Rc. (b) Not to scale schematic of computational domain and boundary and interface conditions in nondimensional form. The dash−dot−
dash line denotes the geometric symmetry line. The computation domain includes inlet and outlet regions for the flow of length L/8.
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2.2. Transport Equations in Flow-Between CDI Cell.
Our main focus here is investigation of the ion and bulk flow
transport dynamics in fbCDI cells. A not to scale schematic of
our two-dimensional fbCDI cell is shown in Figure 1a. The cell
consists of two porous carbon electrodes sandwiched between
two highly conductive current collector plates (on top and
bottom), and feedwater flows in the space between the
electrodes from left to the right. We assume the space (or gap)
region between electrodes is completely filled with feedwater,
although we note it is simple to extend our model to include
simple Darcy flow through a porous spacer region. As in a
typical fbCDI cell, we assume the gap thickness, Ls, is much
smaller than the electrode spanwise (into the page) width W.
This allows us to avoid the complexity of three-dimensional
velocity field and, hence, to use a fully developed parabolic
velocity profile (Poiseuille flow) in the space region.
The contact resistance associated with the interface between

the current collectors and the electrodes can be a dominant
portion of total resistance of a typical CDI cell.47 Thus, we here
include a purely resistive element, Rc, to model this effect (the
capacitance of the contact is negligible compared to that of the
electrode). We further neglect the resistance of the solid
portions of the electrode matrix, as we estimate this is much
smaller than typical electrolyte resistances. We lump any other
external resistances (e.g., connecting wires) as in series with the
contact resistance and thus part of the parameter Rc. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first solution of a full two-
dimensional model for an fbCDI system.
In a manner similar to classical MPE theory, we formulate

transport equations on a volume average basis.5−7 Volume
averaging is performed over a length scale considerably larger
than macropore features but small enough to capture the
spatiotemporal variation of electric potential and species
concentrations.5,7,8 This avoids detailed treatment of the
complex morphology of porous structures and models the
ionic adsorption/desorption effects into sink/source terms
within the governing equations. We start with the general form
of the mass transport equation without reaction for species i as

∂
∂

+ ∇· =j
c
t

0i
i (3)

where ci is the concentration of species i and ji is its associated
molar flux vector with electromigration, diffusion, and
advection contributions as

ϕ= − ∇ − ∇j uc
z D
V

c D ci i
i i

T
i i i

(4)

where u is the bulk velocity vector, Di is the diffusion coefficient
of species i, and ϕ is the local electric potential. We assume a
dilute, binary, symmetric, and univalent electrolyte (zi = ±1)
with equal anion and cation mobilities and thus equal diffusion
coefficients. We also assume fully developed parabolic velocity
profile u = u(y)x ̂ within the gap region. By adding and
subtracting eq 3 for i = ±1 and using electroneutrality
approximation in the gap, the conservation of salt and charge in
this region is simply governed by the advection−diffusion
equation ∂c/∂t + u(y)∂c/∂x = D∇2c and Ohm’s law ∇·(c∇ϕ) =
0, where c is the concentration of co- and counterions in bulk
solution and in macropores (i.e., c = ci). We assume symmetric
electrolyte, so D = Di for i = ±1. In our bimodal pore structure
electrode, ion transport in macropores can be described as35

ϕ

∂
∂

+ +

∇· − ∇ + ∇ =
⎡
⎣⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥⎥u

t
p c p c

c p D c
z

V
c

( )

0

M M i m m i

M i sup M e i M i
i

T
M i

, ,

, , , ,
(5)

where pm and pM are, respectively, the porosity of micro- and
macropores and are related to total electrode porosity p as pM +
pm = p. We measured the total porosity of our electrode as
approximately 0.7 using dry/wet-saturated mass measurement.
Equation 5 is consistent with porosities that are defined as pore
volume per the total macroscopic volume of electrode and not
per volume of electrode solid (carbon). In the macropores,
electroneutrality holds, and thus, c = cM,i for i = ± 1. In
micropores, however, the difference between co- and counter-
ion concentrations balances the wall surface charge density. usup
is a superficial flow velocity throughout the pores, defined as
the flow rate per total cross-section area. De,i is the effective
diffusion coefficient of species in macropores and in general
differs from that of the free solution due the effect of porosity
and tortuosity.48−51 For simplicity, we here assume a value of
De,i/Di = 0.5 for both species. This is an approximate but
reasonable estimate according to the reported empirical
correlations for porous materials, including porous electrodes,
with porosities in the range of 0.6−0.8.48,52
In the macropores, we set usup = 0. This means we neglect all

bulk flow (e.g., pressure-driven Darcy-type flow or any
electrohydrodynamic flow) within the electrode. The latter
assumption is equivalent to assuming the permeability of the
electrodes is negligible compared to the effective (open
channel) permeability of the gap region. For simplicity, we
further neglect electroosmotic flow (and any pressure-driven
flow associated with nonuniform electroosmotic flow) within
the porous electrodes. We hypothesize that the latter may be
important in some systems and suggest it as a topic for future
work. With these assumptions, the governing equations for salt
and charge balance (derived from eq 5 by adding and
subtracting equations for i = ±1) can be expressed as

∂
∂

= ∇ −
−

∂
∂

c
t

D c
p

p p
w
te

m

m

m2

(6)

ϕ∇· ∇ =
−

∂
∂

c
p

p p
V
D

q

t
( ) m

m

T

e

m

(7)

where 2wm = cm
+ + cm

− is the volumetric ions concentration and
2qm = cm

+ − cm
− is the (net) charge density in micropores (each

with units of moles per electrode volume). Assuming
electrochemical equilibrium for micropore double layers
throughout the electrode, anion (cation) expulsion in the
micropores of negative (positive) electrode leads to an electric
potential mismatch between macro- and micropores. This
potential difference is the well-known Donnan potential ΔϕD.
The potential difference between electrode matrix and pore
solution is related to micropore potential drop Δϕm and
Donnan potential as

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ− = Δ + Δe m D (8)

where ϕe is the time varying but spatially uniform potential of
the upper electrode. Due to symmetry, the other electrode has
potential −ϕe. Thus, the cell voltage (voltage difference
between the upper and lower electrode) can be written as
Vcell = 2ϕe.
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Next, we nondimensionalize the governing equations as x =
Lx,̅ y = Ley,̅ t = tL̅e

2/De, ϕ = VTϕ̅, c = c0c,̅ qm = c0qm̅, and wm =
c0w̅m, where L, Le, and c0 are the length and thickness of
electrodes and the inlet and initial concentration of solution,
respectively. The final set of equations describing the
adsorption/desorption process inside the electrodes is

∂ ̅
∂ ̅

= ∇̅ ̅ − −
∂ ̅
∂ ̅

c
t

c
p

p p
w
t

m

m

m2

(9)

ϕ∇̅· ̅∇̅ ̅ =
−

∂ ̅
∂ ̅

c
p

p p

q

t
( ) m

m

m

(10)

μ ϕ̅ = − ̅ ̅ Δ ̅q c exp( )sinh( )m att D (11)

μ ϕ̅ = ̅ ̅ Δ ̅w c exp( )cosh( )m att D (12)

ϕ ϕ ϕ̅ − ̅ = − ̅ ̅ + Δ ̅Fq C2 /e m m D (13)

and the following apply to the gap region

α∂ ̅
∂ ̅

+ ̅
∂ ̅
∂ ̅

= ̅∇̅ ̅
c
t

Pe u
c
x

d ce e
2

(14)

ϕ∇̅· ̅∇̅ ̅ =c( ) 0. (15)

Nondimensional effective micropore capacitance, C̅m, is defined
as C̅m = CmVT/2Fc0, u̅ = u/U is bulk flow velocity normalized by
the mean flow velocity, αe = Le/L is the geometric aspect ratio
of the electrode to flow region length, Pee = ULe/De is the
Peclet number based on the electrode thickness, and d̅ = D/De
is the ratio of diffusion coefficients in the gap to the pore
region.
On the basis of eqs 9, 10, and 14, there are three fundamental

time scales associated with the fbCDI system. First is the
diffusion time of ions across the electrode, Le

2/De. The second is
a resistive-capacitive (RC) time scale associated with micropore
charging. The latter can be written as pm/pM and normalized by
the diffusion time across the electrode thickness. This RC time
scale characterizes the time evolution of charge and salt
adsorption within the electrode (see eqs 9 and 10). Third is an
advective time scale associated with the feedwater flow (and ion
advection) within the gap. The parameter αePee in eq 14 is
simply the ratio of (transverse) diffusion time across the
electrode thickness to the advection time of the stream. This
compares the rates of axial advection and transverse diffusion.
A schematic of the computational domain is shown in

Figure 1b. Our model includes inlet and outlet sections of
lengths L/8 in the computational domain. These enable us to
impose inlet and outlet boundary conditions sufficiently far
from electrode edges. We set concentration as uniform at the
inlet and assume zero concentration gradient at the outlet. The
inlet and outlet boundaries assume zero electric potential. We
performed a limited number of numerical experiments using
inlet and outlet regions of longer length to confirm that the L/8
additions to the computational domain were sufficient to avoid
end effects.
Boundary and interface conditions (also shown in Figure 1b)

are as follows: (1) Zero mass and current flux across side walls
of the inlet and outlet sections and across the outer boundaries
of the electrodes (left, right, and top sides of the electrode in
Figure 1b), (2) uniform concentration at the inlet, (3) advective
boundary condition for concentration at the outlet, (4) zero
electric potential at the inlet and outlet (refer to section S6 of

the Supporting Information for further discussion of these
boundary conditions), and (5) continuity of concentration and
potential as well as (6) salt flux (i.e., pM (∂c/̅∂y)̅e = d ̅(∂c/̅∂y)̅s)
and electric current (i.e., pM (∂ϕ̅/∂y)̅e = d̅(∂ϕ̅/∂y)̅s) at the
electrode−solution interface. The interface conditions for salt
flux and electric current at the solution side are multiplied by
pM in order to correct for the effect of macropore porosity. Our
assumption of a binary, symmetric electrolyte results in a
geometric symmetry about the midplane of the gap region. This
and the boundary conditions result in symmetry of the
spatiotemporal concentration fields and an antisymmetry of
potential. We take advantage of this to only model the
geometrically symmetric (top) half of the CDI cell.
We couple the desalination system to an external circuit by

incorporating a contact resistance. Kirchhoff’s law relates the
external voltage and current as

̅ = ̅ − ̅ ̅V V r icell ext c ext (16)

where V̅cell = Vcell/VT, V̅ext = Vext/VT, ie̅xt = Iext/I0, and rc̅ = Rc/R0
are nondimensional cell voltage, external voltage, external
current, and contact (and other external series) resistance,
respectively, and R0 = VT/I0 = VTLs/2Fc0DLW. To close the
system of equations, we seek a relation between external
current ie̅xt as a cumulative quantity to other parameters of the
model. We note that macropore ionic current is not divergence
free throughout the electrode, as there is a net charge transfer
to and from the micropores. Macropore ionic current i = Fz(j+
− j−), after correcting for porosities, can be related to
micropore charge flux as pM ∇·i = −2pmF(∂qm/∂t). External
current Iext can thus be found, equivalently, by integrating
micropore charge flux over the entire electrode volume as
∫ ∫ 2pmF(∂qm/∂t)W dx dy or ionic current passing through the
electrode−solution interface as ∫ (2pMFDe/VT)(c ∂ϕ/∂y)W dx.
For the latter, we simply used the divergence theorem to recast
the surface integral to a line integral along the interface. Thus,
the nondimensional form of external current can be written as

∬ ∫ ϕ
̅ =

̅
∂ ̅
∂ ̅ ̅ ̅ = −

̅ ̅
∂ ̅
∂ ̅

̅i
p

d

q

t
x y

p

d
c

y
xd d dext

m m M

0

1

(17)

The surface integral above simply states that total electron
current to the system is equal to the volume integral of time
derivative of spatiotemporal adsorbed charge within the
micropores. Equations 16 and 17 couple the external circuit
to the desalination system and along with eqs 9−15 fully
describe adsorption/desorption dynamics. The governing
equations in this section are also applicable to alternate
treatments of the EDL and/or micropore charge relations by
replacing eqs 11−13 with a set of equations describing the
alternate model. Further, eqs 16 and 17 should also allow for
modeling adsorption/desorption dynamics under any constant
or time-dependent voltage- and current-controlled operation.

2.3. Equilibrium Solution. In this section, we focus on a
solution of the model discussed above at equilibrium (i.e., at
infinitely long time). The equilibrium solution is governed
solely by the EDL submodel, external voltage, and inlet
concentration. Other parameters such as the system geometry,
flow rate, or shape of the velocity profile do not affect the
equilibrium behavior of the system. At a time much longer than
the largest time scale of the system, salt concentration becomes
uniform throughout the gap and macropores. Moreover, the
electric potential of the solution and total electric current both
approach zero. By combining eqs 2, 11, 13, and 16 and using
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the symmetry assumption, we arrive at the following tran-
scendental equation for the equilibrium Donnan potential

ϕ μ ϕ= Δ ̅ + ̅ Δ ̅
V

V
Fc

C V2
2

exp( )sinh( )ext

T
D

m T
att D

0

(18)

where c0 is the inlet salt concentration. Equation 18 has a
guaranteed unique solution (for which we define as Δϕ̅D

∞) as
the right-hand side is strictly monotonic with respect to the
Donnan potential. We term the resulting (characteristic)
micropore salt and charge wm

∞ and qm
∞, respectively. The near-

equilibrium total adsorbed salt and transferred electronic charge
(in units of moles and Coulombs, respectively) can then be
written as

μ ϕ− = ̅ Δ ̅ −∞ ∞p w w V c p V2 ( ) 2 exp( )(cosh( ) 1)m m m e m att D e
0

0

(19)

μ ϕ= − ̅ Δ ̅∞ ∞Fp q V Fc p V2 2 exp( )sinh( )m m e m att D e0 (20)

Here, Ve is the electrode volume and wm
0 = c0 exp(μ̅att) is the

initial adsorbed charge at zero external voltage due to
nonelectrostatic adsorption of ions. Close inspection reveals
that, for the equilibrium solution, our three fitting parameters
(μ̅att, Cm, and pm) reduce to just two independent groups: pmCm
= Cm* and pm exp(μ̅att) = exp(μ̅att* ). As will be described in
section 4.1, we use experimental equilibrium conditions to
extract these two groups from our measurements. As described
in section 4.1, we subsequently use dynamic measurements
(including the temporal profile of effluent salt concentration)
to fix the third independent parameter pm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS
We designed and fabricated a custom-built, mesoscale fbCDI
cell using a pair of activated carbon electrodes and performed a
series of constant voltage, continuous-flow experiments. We
used these experiments to validate selected trends predicted by
our two-dimensional model and to extract free parameters μ̅att,
Cm, and pm.
3.1. CDI Cell Design. We fabricated an fbCDI cell using a

pair of activated carbon electrodes (Material Methods,
PACMM, Irvine, CA) with dimensions of 100 × 20 × 0.68
mm and total dry mass of 1.42 g. We stacked the electrodes
between two 100 × 20 × 0.2 mm stainless steel plates, which
acted as current collectors (see Figure 2). To improve electric
contact between the porous electrodes and the current
collectors,47 we adhered the electrodes to these plates using
silver conductive epoxy (MG Chemicals, cat No. 8331-14G,
Surrey, BC, Canada). In addition to silver epoxy, we observed
that electrode compression significantly reduces the electrode-
current collector resistance. Our design had four compression
slot features (see Figure S1 of the Supporting Information) to
compress the peripheral regions of electrode. We used plastic
shim features (not shown in Figure 2) between the compressed
parts of electrodes to avoid electrical shorting. We refer reader
to the Supporting Information (Figure S1) for more details. We
also adhered the connecting wires to the current collectors with
silver epoxy. This assembly was then housed inside a 3D-
printed (ProJet HD 3000 Plus, 3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC)
clamshell structure and sealed with gaskets and fasteners. The
housing and seals held the electrodes a distance of 0.8 mm
apart in the absence of any porous spacer. The upper clamshell
was connected to two 1/8 in. outer diameter stainless steel

tubes (Scanivalve, Liberty Lake, WA) which served as water
inlet and outlet.
Our cell had inlet and outlet plenum chambers which were

used, respectively, to distribute salt solution from inlet port to
electrode gap and to guide desalted water from the gap toward
the outlet port (see Figure 2). Minimizing the volume of the
chambers is essential in any CDI cell design, as this reduces the
dispersion effect (a phenomenon in which salt and fresh water
solution actively mix to each other and produce a solution with
intermediate salt concentration). We estimated the dead
volume of our cell (volume of inlet and outlet plenum
chambers) to be <0.1 mL, while total gap volume was 1.6 mL.
This suggests that the effects of dispersion within the inlet and
outlet chambers was negligible.

3.2. Experimental Procedure. We used potassium
chloride (KCl) to approximate a binary, symmetric, and
univalent solution. Potassium and chloride ions have roughly
equal electrophoretic mobility (76.2 × 10−9 and 67 × 10−9 m2

V−1 s−1 in free solution and room temperature53,54). KCl has
been used in other work for CDI experiments for this reason.29

We used 20 mM influent salt concentration for two reasons.
First, this low concentration enabled investigation of regimes
associated with very significant ion depletion and hence strong,
easily measurable removal of ions. It also enables more detailed
study of diffusion-limited desalination regimes (typical of
fbCDI). Second, desalination of moderate salt concentrations
(10−100 mM) is common in experimental CDI stud-
ies,10,31,33,55−62 and these serve as comparison cases. In
section 5.2, we present simulations in higher concentrations
(200 mM) and compare the results to the low-concentration
case.
We performed a series of preliminary wash and charge/

discharge cycles prior to the experiments. The washing
procedure was as follows. We filled the cell with 20 mM KCl
and let it stand for 24 h prior to starting experiments. To
reduce the effect of nonspecific interaction of ions with pristine
electrodes, we performed 18 consecutive charge−discharge
cycles by applying 1.2 V (for 30 min) for charging and 0 V (for
1 h) for discharging (Keithley 2440 sourcemeter, Cleveland,
OH) at 0.42 mL min−1 flow rate (Watson Marlow peristaltic
pump, Wilmington, MA). After this aging process, we pumped
20 mM KCl solution again for 6 h with no external potential in

Figure 2. Three-dimensional drawing of our CDI cell clamshell
structure. We sandwiched a pair of activated carbon electrodes inside
the upper and lower clamshells and sealed the desalination cell using a
gasket and fasteners (not shown). Electrodes have dimensions of 100
× 20 mm with 0.68 mm thickness. Our design had inlet and outlet
plenum chambers in order to uniformly introduce salt solution to and
collect desalted water from the CDI cell. See Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information for more details.
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an effort to flush out loosely adsorbed ions. The feedwater used
was not purged with nitrogen gas.
At this point, we started desalination experiments. We used

0.42 mL min−1 constant flow, and we applied an external
voltage of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 V (in ascending order) across the
cell. For each voltage, we charged the cell for 2 h and
discharged the cell at 0 V for 3 h. The charging and discharging
times were chosen such that the effluent concentration
asymptotes to around 90% of the inlet value. We performed
two successive charge/discharge cycles for each external
voltage.
For each experiment, we recorded a time series of electric

current and effluent conductivity using, respectively, the
Keithley sourcemeter and a calibrated flow-through conductiv-
ity sensor (eDAQ, Denistone East, Australia). The conductivity
sensor had ∼93 μL internal channel volume. Conductivity was
converted to salt concentration using a calibration curve for
KCl. As described below, we used these current and
concentration measurements to evaluate the free parameters
of our fbCDI cell (cf. section 4.1 for more information).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Here, we first define two desalination metrics and show their
experimental values. We compare these measured quantities to
model predictions. We then find the values of free parameters
by minimizing the error between experiments and model
results. We performed all numerical simulations with
COMSOL Multiphysics (version 4.5, COMSOL Inc., Burling-
ton, MA) using transport of diluted species and equation-based
modeling interfaces.
4.1. Parameter Extraction. We used electric current and

effluent concentration measurements to estimate near-equili-
brium adsorbed salt and transferred electric charge during CDI
charging (i.e., total electronic charge supplied from the external
power source). To this end, we performed the aforementioned
set of experiments to quantify these as a function of external
voltage. We then compared these measured quantities to
corresponding values predicted using our model.
We first describe our estimate of cumulative salt adsorbed

during charging. For a finite charging time t, salt absorbed can
be expressed as follows

∫Γ τ τ= − ⟨ ⟩t
m

Q c c( )
1

( ( ) )d
tot

t

out
0

0
(21)

where Q is the water flow rate, ⟨cout⟩ is the outlet-area-averaged
effluent concentration (defined as ∫ ucout dy/∫ u dy), and mtot is
total dry mass of the electrodes. For our predictions, we
integrate the outlet concentration for each simulated time to
calculate ⟨cout⟩ under constant flow rate conditions. In the
experiments, our downstream conductivity sensor directly
quantifies ⟨cout⟩, also under constant flow rate conditions. The
adsorbed salt (per electrodes mass) can also be expressed in
volume integral as follows

∬Γ = −t
m

p w t w W x y( )
1

2 ( ( ) ) d d
tot

m m m
0

(22)

These two forms are indeed numerically equivalent (and we
confirmed this with our numerical model). At each external
voltage, we integrated the measured cumulative salt over time
during 2 h charging. We call this near-equilibrium salt Γ eq and
show the corresponding measured values in Figure 3a. This

figure indicates that salt adsorption capacity increases (almost
linearly) with external voltage.

Next, we define cumulative transferred electronic chargeor
equivalently, cumulative adsorbed ionic chargerelative to
zero external voltage on a per electrodes mass basis as

∫Σ τ τ= −t
m

I I( )
1

( ( ) )d
tot

t

ext leak
0 (23)

where leakage current, Ileak, is a nonzero current measured even
long after starting the charging step and likely associated with
unwanted Faradaic reactions at the electrode surface.63

Cumulative charge can also be presented as follows

∬Σ =t
m

Fp q t W x y( )
1

2 ( ) d d
tot

m m (24)

We again integrated the measured cumulative charge over 2 h
charging time. We call this value near-equilibrium charge (Σ eq)
and also show its experimental measurements in Figure 3a.
Similar to Γ eq, variation of Σ eq is also almost linear with external
voltage. Further, we note that Γ eq and Σ eq are only a function of
external voltage and not the operational parameters such as
flow rate.
As discussed in section 2.3, the equilibrium results do not

provide sufficient information for parameter extraction. As a
result, we used effluent salt concentration data as well. We first
used measured equilibrium salt and electrical current to
evaluate two unknown parameter groups (see section 2.3 for
more details). To this end, we varied pmCm and pm exp(μ̅att) (as
two independent groups) and minimized the sum of squares of
model prediction and measured equilibrium values of salt and
charge. Subsequent to this, we used the dynamic data to obtain
pm. To this end, we varied pm (while maintaining pmCm and pm
exp(μ̅att) constant) such that the effluent salt concertation from
model matched that of the recorded data. Our final estimated
parameters are as follows: μ̅att = 1.5, Cm = 150 MF m−3, and pm
= 0.3. All predictions presented below use the same three values
of this parameter. These values are close to those reported for
similar activated carbon electrode materials64 and for
hierarchical carbon aerogel monolith (HCAM) electrodes.29

A complete list of parameter settings used in the model is
presented in Table 1. As shown in Figure 3a, there is a
reasonable agreement between data and model predictions for

Figure 3. (a) Near-equilibrium adsorbed salt and transferred charge
(per mass of electrodes) and (b) charge efficiency, Λ = FΓ eq/MwΣ eq,
for 2 h of constant voltage operation in the range from 0 to 1 V and
flow rate of 0.42 mL min−1. Feedwater inlet concentration is 20 mM
KCl. Open circles and diamonds are measured data, and solid lines are
model prediction. Charge efficiency approaches unity as voltage
increases, indicating stronger asymmetry in the micropore counterion
adsorption and co-ion expulsion.
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these model parameters. We see a deviation between model
and experimental data for external voltages higher than about
∼1.2 V. We attribute this discrepancy primarily to the effects of
Faradaic reactions at these higher potentials (which is not
captured by the present model).
4.2. Charge Efficiency. As mentioned above, Figure 3a

shows near-equilibrium adsorbed salt Γ eq and transferred
charge Σ eq (the associated cumulative quantities evaluated at
the end of 2 h charging process) as a function of external
voltage for both model and experiments. In Figure 3b we show
the ratio of these metrics, Λ = FΓ eq/MwΣ eq, known as charge
efficiency (Mw being the salt molecular weight). The electric
current applied to the cell results in both accumulation of
counterions (within micropores) and repulsion of co-ions.
Hence, charge efficiency characterizes the ratio of accumulated
charge (as bound ions) to the integral of electric current.65,66

For small external voltage (e.g., in Debye−Hückel limit), the
amount of counterion adsorption into the diffuse double layer
is approximately the same as the amount of co-ion expulsion.
However, higher potentials break this symmetry and so increase
charge efficiency. The latter trend is reflected in the data of
Figure 3b.
4.3. Temporal Results. Figure 4 shows evolution of

effluent salt concentration (normalized by 20 mM KCl inlet
concentration) in charging and discharging processes for
experiments and model. We here use the parameter setting
identical to those in Table 1 without any additional fitting
parameter. Results are shown for charging up to t ̅ = 14
(equivalent to about 2 h) followed by discharging up to t ̅ = 28
and for four external voltages of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 V. Time is
normalized by the diffusion time scale across the electrode
thickness, Le

2/De, which is order 500 s based on Table 1.
Figure 4 shows a fairly rapid drop in the outlet concentration at
around t ̅ = 0.5−1 followed by a slowly increasing concentration
phase. The initial rapid phase of the charging process
corresponds to fast (RC time scale) adoption of ions originally
inside macropores. The adsorption process is then slowed
down by diffusion-limited uptake of new ions from the gap,
which, in turn, results in gradual increase of outlet salt
concentration. We discuss this adsorption process in more
detail in section 5.2. The discharging process shows a similar

trend: an initial fast desorption followed by a gradual decrease
of concentration. This two-phase adsorption/desorption is
typical of fbCDI systems and has been observed experimentally
and computationally.26,29 In this figure, the model follows the
overall trend of experiments; however, it only approximately
matches the measured data. We attribute the discrepancies to
two main sources. First is our assumption of constant
micropore capacitance is not sufficiently precise. As we
mentioned in section 2.1, we hypothesize that the model can
be improved by (explicitly) relating the micropore capacitance
to the micropore charge state. Second, the method of model
calibration using mainly the equilibrium measurements, which
is commonly used in CDI,29,46 neglects the exact dynamic
behavior of the system. We hypothesize that additional ex-situ
characterization may help better characterize the electrode
material. For example, electrochemical impedance spectrosco-
py67−69 and cyclic voltammetry70−72 may be employed to
extract a more accurate and voltage-dependent micropore
capacitance. Further, in Figure 5 we present the time evolution
of cumulative adsorbed salt Γ(t) and cumulative transferred
electric charge Σ(t) during charging for voltages similar to
those in Figure 4. We again see that the model follows the
observed trends fairly well, but it is not in perfect agreement
with the experiments.

Table 1. Parameter Settings for the Two-Dimensional Model
for an fbCDI Cell Incorporating mD EDL Model and
Operated in Constant External Voltage and Flow Ratea

parameter description value unit

μ̅att nonelectrostatic adsorption parameter 1.5
Cm micropore capacitance 150 MF m−3

pm micropore porosity 0.3
pM macropore porosity 0.4
D diffusion coefficient in the gap 1.9 × 10−9 m2 s−1

De effective diffusion coefficient in
macropores

0.95 × 10−9 m2 s−1

c0 influent salt concentration 20 mM
Rc contact resistance 4.7 Ω
U mean flow velocity 4.38 × 10−4 m s−1

Ls gap thickness 0.8 mm
L electrode length 100 mm
Le electrode thickness 0.68 mm
W electrode width 20 mm

aThe cell consists of a pair of activated carbon electrodes stacked
between two current collectors and separated by a gap.

Figure 4. (a) Measured and (b) model predicted normalized effluent
salt concentration vs time (normalized by diffusion time Le

2/De) for
constant voltage operation at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 V and constant flow
rate of 0.42 mL min−1. Feedwater concentration is 20 mM KCl, and
time is normalized by diffusion time scale across the electrode
thickness.

Figure 5. (a) Cumulative stored salt Γ(t) (mg g−1) and (b) electric
charge Σ(t) (C g−1) vs normalized time for ∼2 h of charging for
constant external voltage operation at 1 V and flow rate of 0.42 mL
min−1. Each is reported per electrode dry mass.
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5. SPATIOTEMPORAL RESULTS

In section 4, we discussed the process by which we evaluated
the free parameters of our unsteady, 2D model. We here focus
on this model’s predictions of two-dimensional spatiotemporal
concentration and electric potentials during charging and
discharging.
5.1. Macropore Concentration. Figure 6 shows normal-

ized concentration profiles in the gap (0 < y ̅ < Ls/2Le) and
electrode region (Ls/2Le < y ̅ < 1 + Ls/2Le) of the cell
(collectively the top symmetric half of the cell) at selected
times for 0.42 mL min−1 flow rate. In the electrode region, we
plot the concentration of ions in the (net neutral) macropores.
The figure shows color maps and contours of concentration
during charging at Vext = 1 V in the top row and for discharging
at Vext = 0 in the bottom row. The dashed line at y ̅ = Ls/2Le
represents the electrode−solution interface. The less interesting
inlet and outlet sections (cf. Figure 1b) are not shown here.
Time is normalized by the diffusion time scale across the
electrode thickness, Le

2/De, which is on the order of 500 s for
the parameters listed in Table 1.
In this section we describe simulation cases for 20 mM KCl

inlet concentrations. We summarize a simulation at 200 mM in
the next section. The cell is charged to t ̅ = 14 (equivalent to
about 2 h) at 1 V and then discharged at 0 V, all with total
plotted run time of t ̅ = 19. The figure shows concentration
fields at charging times t ̅= 0.3, 0.6, 4, and 8 and discharge times
t ̅ = 14.08, 15, 17, and 19. We also provide videos of the full
spatiotemporal concentration fields as the Supporting In-
formation. Figure 6a-I shows that, shortly after application of
external voltage, a near-gap depletion zone forms within the
electrode. This low-concentration region grows, and its
boundary propagates toward the top of the electrode at y ̅ = 1
+ Ls/2Le. The salt adsorption capacity of our cell at 1 V is
approximately 4.5 times greater than the initial salt contained
within the total cell volume. Thus, macropore concentration

decreases to order c ̅ ≈ 0.001 shortly after charging at 1 V
(within about t ̅ = 1, or about 8 min after charging starts). We
refer to this phenomenon as electrode starvation, where the
simulated local macropore concentration approaches zero. This
rapid ion-depletion phase, however, does not lead to fully
charged micropores throughout the electrode. For example, at t ̅
= 1 only 15% of micropores are more than 80% charged, while
50% of them have a charge state less than 30% of their
maximum (see Figure S4 for a plot of micropore counterion
concentration). We discuss this phenomenon in more detail in
section 5.3.
After t ̅ = 1, the micropores continue to charge and

deionization continues. This relatively slow phase of the
charging is shown in Figure 6a-III and a-IV and is characterized
by slow, diffusion-limited transport of ions from the gap into
the electrode. As mentioned earlier, this diffusion-limited ionic
transport is a characteristic of fbCDI systems.26,29 At times t ̅= 1
and 2, the electric field at the electrode−gap interface is
reduced to, respectively, 1.5% and 1% of its initial value,
favoring diffusive interchange of ions over electromigration (see
Figure S6a). The angled contour lines within the electrode for
times t ̅ = 4−8 (see video provided in the Supporting
Information) subsequently show how this process is limited
by the influx of ions entering the cell and then diffusing into the
electrode, predominantly entering the electrode at the electrode
surfaces nearest the inlet. Note the near vertical portions of the
concentration contours at t ̅ = 8, indicating the importance and
persistence of 2D transport in the charging of this system.
Figure 1b shows concentration fields immediately after the

cell is short circuited at t ̅= 14. The color bar range is here from
1 to 2 to aid in visual representation (the maximum
nondimensional concentration in the discharge process is
about 3). We see a rapidly formed desorption region in the
near-gap region of the electrode. This high-concentration
region expands, and its boundary propagates to the top of the
electrode. In a manner analogous to the charging process, the

Figure 6. Normalized ion concentration fields in the gap and macropores for the symmetric top half of the cell (not to scale) for constant voltage
(a) charging (1 V) and (b) discharging (0 V) (as per Table 1). Dashed lines indicate the electrode−solution interface. Time is normalized by the
diffusion time scale associated with the electrode thickness. In charging, a depletion region forms near and propagates upward from the electrode−
solution interface. This rapid charging is followed by a slow, diffusion-limited uptake of new ions from the gap. At the beginning of discharge,
formerly adsorbed ions (now have same sign of charge as electrode) are quickly electrostatically repelled from micropores in the near-gap region.
This forms a near-gap depletion region whose boundary then propagates upward. Discharge then slows down significantly as the cell proceeds into a
diffusion-limited transport of ions out of the electrode. A movie animating the spatiotemporal fields of our 2D model is available as the Supporting
Information.
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desorption covers the entire electrode within a period of about
Δt ̅ = 1. This rapid propagation is then followed by a low-
electric field, slow, diffusion-limited transport of ions out of the
electrode. See the electric potential in the cell for selected times
in Figure S6. In the Supporting Information (Figure S2), we
present line plots (along x ̅ = 1/2) associated with the results of
Figure 6.
5.2. Macropore Concentration for High Inlet Concen-

tration. We here present additional results for high inlet
concentration (200 mM) and compare these to the low-
concentration simulations of the previous section. For 200 mM,
the salt adsorption capacity is smaller than the salt initially
within the total cell volume. The ratio of salt capacity to initial

salt in this case is about 0.45. Figure 7 shows the gap and
electrode concentration at selected times similar to those of
Figure 6. Note that the normalized concentrations through the
cell and for the entire charging and discharging processes are
now near unity. This is expected from the smaller ratio of
adsorption capacity to initial salt. Despite the mild changes in
concentration, the simulations show many of the multidimen-
sional transport features discussed in the previous section.
These include the fast and slow dynamics as well as the high-
angle contours associated with trade offs between advection
and diffusion.
In the Supporting Information (Figure S3), we present the

line plots associated with Figure 7 along the line x ̅ = 1/2. The

Figure 7. Ion concentration fields in gap and macropores normalized by a 200 mM inlet concentration. Shown is the not to scale top half of the cell
for constant voltage (a) charging (1 V) and (b) discharging (0 V). All other parameters are similar to those of Figure 6. In a similar manner to
Figure 6, a depletion region rapidly forms inside the electrodes and charging rate is then limited by diffusion. However, the diffusion-limited charging
process occurs faster than the 20 mM case. We hypothesize this difference is associated with electrode starvation, which is only observed in the low-
concentration (20 mM) case. Discharge process shows an analogous trend, i.e., rapid but brief discharge followed by slow diffusion.

Figure 8. Normalized micropore concentration profiles in the upper electrode for 20 mM inlet concentration during charging. Note that plots are
not to scale. Micropores in the regions near the solution−electrode interface (lower edge of squares) are almost completely charged quickly, while
the rest of the micropores remain partially charged. As time goes on, the interface between low- and high-concentration regions becomes thinner and
propagates toward the collector boundary (upper edge of squares) until all micropores are completely charged.
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results show that the time scales for the fast adsorption phase of
the charging process as well as the discharge process are similar
to those of the 20 mM case. For example, the minimum
concentration (at the end of fast adsorption phase) occurs at
around t ̅ = 1. Also, the time scales associated with the discharge
process are similar to those of the low-concentration case.
Interestingly, the qualitative shape of normalized concentration
curves in discharge is also very similar to that of low-
concentration curves (cf. Figures S2b and S3b). However, the
results here are different from the low-concentration case in
two ways. First, no electrode starvation is observed as the
amount of salt initially in the system is less than the total salt
capacity of the cell even for 1 V applied potential. Second, the
charging process is now significantly faster. For example, the
concentration field contour lines at t ̅ = 4 for 200 mM
(Figure 7a-III) are similar to t ̅ = 8 for 20 mM (Figure 6a-IV).
During starvation (in times between t ̅ ≈ 1−5 in 20 mM case),
some portion of the electrode has a negligible concentration,
and hence, no ion adsorption is possible in those regions. The
electrode is then forced to rely only on diffused ions for
adsorption. In contrast, for the high-concentration case, the
electrode can adsorb due to both locally available supply of ions
and diffusion of ions. Hence, charging is eventually dominated
by diffusive transport of ions from bulk solution in both low-
and high-concentration cases explored here. However, the main
difference between these is that in the low-concentration case
starvation more strongly retards the charging process. We
hypothesize that diffusive transport will have an increasingly
negligible effect on charging time as initial salt supply becomes
progressively higher than the electrode capacity.
5.3. Micropore Concentration and Evidence of a

Concentration Shock. As mentioned above, we characterize
the end of the initial rapid phases of charging and discharging
(at roughly t ̅= 0−1 for charging and t ̅= 14−15 for discharging)
as a transition to diffusion-dominated transport. However, we
again stress this transition does not necessarily imply fully
charged micropores. We demonstrate this effect in Figure 8,
where we plot normalized micropore counterion concentration
(a measure of micropores charging level) throughout the upper
electrode in the charging process for 20 mM inlet salt
concentration. We also present line plots associated with
Figure 8 along x ̅ = 1/2 in Figure S4 during charging and
discharging.
Figure 8 shows that the near-interface micropores (lower

edge of squares) are rapidly charged upon application of
external voltage, while the rest of the micropores remain
partially charged. The ion diffusive transport from bulk solution
coupled with local adsorption into the partially charged
micropores results in a steepening of the micropore
concentration profile within the electrode. As shown in
Figure 8, the interplay of diffusive transport and local
adsorption continuously sharpens the low- and high-charge
state micropores and results in what appears to be a
propagating shock wave in ion concentration. This shock
wave propagation was observed in the 1D mD model of Porada
et al.,73 although Porada presents no discussion of its physical
origin. We here present a hypothesis for formation of such
interface. In Figure S5, we show directional diffusion flux
−∂c/̅∂y ̅ and local (instantaneous) salt adsorption rate ∂w̅m/∂t ̅
along x ̅ = 1/2 within the electrode. The diffusive flux
distribution quickly forms a step-like function, with a rapid
drop in flux within the electrode. The step function in flux
coincides with a spatial peak in the adsorption rate. This is

evidence that the starved micropores are forced to “wait” for
diffusion. We refer the reader to section S4 of the Supporting
Information for more discussion. A movie of the predicted
concentration fields associated with this simulation is also
available as the Supporting Information.
We further discuss the results for the high-salt concentration

case here. Our simulations for the charging process for 200 mM
salt concentration (not presented here) show no concentration
shock within the electrodes. For 200 mM concentrations,
micropores are almost uniformly charged upon application of
voltage. As we mentioned earlier, for 200 mM, the salt initially
in the gap and electrodes is abundant, and this implies no
starvation. We hypothesize the shock wave is the result of local
electrode starvation (where at least some region of the
electrode is starved), and this is only observed in the low-
concentration case.
In the Supporting Information (section S5) we further

discuss the micropore potential distribution and its correlation
to micropore charge state. This includes plots of micropore
potential along the line x ̅ = 1/2 at selected times during the
charging and discharging process.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we formulated and solved what is to our
knowledge the first 2D model of a CDI cell. This model
included coupled solutions of external electrical networks,
charge conservation, and species conservation in bimodal pore
structure electrodes. We coupled the desalination cell to an
arbitrary voltage- or current-control external power source
(with a purely resistive element). The model includes three free
parameters μ̅att, Cm, and pm which, respectively, characterize
nonelectrostatic adsorption of ions into micropores, volume-
normalized adsorption capacitance of micropores, and porosity
of micropores. We applied the model to a flow-between
architecture desalination cell (with a water-filled gap between a
single pair of porous electrodes). We built a mesoscale fbCDI
cell and performed a series of experiments at constant external
voltage and constant flow rate in an open loop configuration
(i.e., constant inlet species concentrations). We chose a low
influent concentration (20 mM) as a test case in our
experiments to investigate strong ion removal and study
diffusion-limited desalination.
We calibrated the model by using dynamics effluent salt and

near-equilibrium salt and charge data. The extracted free
parameters are fixed throughout the whole work. We presented
effluent salt concentration as well as cumulative and equilibrium
adsorbed salt and transferred charge as a function of time. We
showed a reasonable agreement between model results and
experimental data. The measured effluent concentration
suggested that the desalination process in fbCDI cells has
two distinct phases: a fast adsorption step at the beginning of
charging followed by a slow salt removal step.
We performed numerical simulations to investigate the

adsorption/desorption dynamics in a capacitive deionization
cell operated under continuous flow rate. We performed
simulations at low (20 mM KCl) and high (200 mM KCl) inlet
salt concentrations. We presented predictions for the
spatiotemporal evolution of potential as well as ion
concentrations in the gap, macropores, and micropores. We
showed that low inlet concentration can lead to electrode
starvation (near zero macropore concentration). The coupling
of diffusion-limited transport and adsorption can result in a
sharpening of the gradient between high and low micropore
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charge concentration. This sharpening apparently results in an
ion concentration shock wave in micropore charge concen-
tration propagating through the electrode (toward the current
collector). We hypothesize this shock wave is caused by the
coupling of diffusion and adsorption in the low-concentration
regime where adsorption can lead to local electrode starvation.
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